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Photonic de Broglie Waves
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In quantum optics an ensemble of photons is treated as a Bose condensate which has a de Broglie
wavelength given byl0yN where l0 and N are the wavelength and average number of constituent
photons, respectively. We describe an interferometer which is capable of measuring this de Broglie
wavelength. We show specifically that a coherent state input has a de Broglie coherence length
proportional to1y

p
N. Finally we show that the interferometer is Heisenberg limited in sensitivity

(Dfmin  1yN) and thus forms a new class of interferometers operating at the fundamental quantum
limit.

PACS numbers: 42.25.Hz, 42.50.Ar
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The advent of quantum mechanics requires us to take
operational view of nature in which we describe properti
of a system in terms of measurable observables. In t
paper we show that the measured wavelength of an ob
is, fundamentally, dependent on the internal structure
the object being measured. In general, the wavelength
measured by splitting an incident object into a cohere
superposition of states and interfering those states w
each other as a function of phase delay. In order to tr
the case of incident objects with internal structure w
introduce the concept of “effective” beam splitters whic
imbue an effective internal structure such as bindin
between constituent parts of the object. In a simple ca
we show that such an effective internal structure m
have dramatic effects, for instance, that incident sta
of definite energy do not necessarily have a well-defin
de Broglie wavelength. We then extend this conce
of effective beam splitters to construct an interferomet
which is capable of measuring the de Broglie waveleng
of an incident state of photons (light packet) as a whole

Consider an interferometer for molecules as has be
recently demonstrated [1]. The output of the inte
ferometer oscillates as a function of the path leng
difference. The oscillation period is a measure of th
molecule’s de Broglie wavelength. In this paper we we
motivated by considering what happens to the measu
wavelength as a function of the binding energy of th
molecule as follows: Assume an iodine moleculeI2 with
massø2mI (ignoring the mass contribution of binding)
The de Broglie wavelength of the molecule, which w
expect to measure, is given byhy2mIy where y is the
molecular velocity. However, in the limit that the bind
ing energy between the twoI atoms goes to zero the
molecule’s constituent atoms become disassociated
we effectively have two separateI atoms each with de
Broglie wavelengthhymIy incident on the interferometer.
In this case we expect the measured wavelength to in
cate the de Broglie wavelength of the individual atom
At what point does the molecular object make a transfo
mation from a wavelength ofhy2mIy to a wavelength of
hymIy?
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We may construct a simplified model of the molecula
interferometer by considering a modified Mach-Zehnde
interferometer with effective beam splitters [denoted b
E in Fig. 1(inset)] which imbue an effective binding to
the constituent particles of the incident state. The inp
state is written asjc0l  j2, 0l. The first label of the ket
denotes the number of constituent particles incident on t
horizontal port and the second label indicates the numb
of constituent particles incident on the vertical port. In ou
model the interaction Hamiltonian for the effective beam
splitter is given by

Ĥbs  ih̄
p

4
xfâyb̂ 2 b̂yâg

1 ih̄
p

8
s1 2 xd fsâyb̂d2 2 sb̂yâd2g , (1)

whereâ sâyd and b̂ sb̂yd are the lowering (raising) boson
operators corresponding to the different paths of the inte
ferometer. The unitary time propagation operator for th
beam splitter is given bŷUbs  e2iHbsty h̄. A 50y50 beam
splitting is achieved for a propagation fromt  0 to t  1.

FIG. 1. (Inset) A modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer with
effective beam splitters. (Plot) The expectation numberkâyâl
as a function of the phasef for various values of the parameter
x. (x  1, no binding) corresponds to a beam splitter whic
splits incident composite objects into constituent parts. (x  0,
tight binding) corresponds to a beam splitter which does n
split incident composite objects into constituent parts. Th
incident state isj2, 0l.
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x is a parameter onf0, 1g which changes the beam splitte
continuously from one which imbues an effective bindin
(i.e., does not split composite objects into constituent par
x  0) to one which does not imbue an effective bindin
(i.e., normal beam splitter which does split composite o
jects into constituent parts;x  1).

The phase shift operator is written simply as the fre
space propagator for one arm of the interferometer and
given by

Ûf  e2iv0âyât  e2ifâyâ, (2)

where v0 is the frequency of the constituent particle
( 2pcyl0) and Dl is the path length difference.f 
v0Dlyc.

Figure 1 shows the output (expectation value of th
particle numberkâyâl) as a function of the phasef for
several different values of the functional splitting param
eter x. It may be discerned from the figure that as th
beam splitter is transformed from a normal beam splitt
which splits incident composite objects into constitue
parts (x  1, no binding) to an effective beam splitte
which does not split incident composite objects into co
stituent parts (x  0, tight binding) the measured wave
length is halved (e.g., the measured frequency is double
We note that at intermediate “binding energies,” desp
the fact that the incident object has a well-defined energ
the wavelength is nonetheless ill defined.

Recently, Davidovichet al. [2] described an ingenious
quantum switch for creating a superposition between
arbitrary incident state of light (e.g., coherent state lig
packet) and the vacuum by means of a microwave cav
whose resonance is dependent upon the state of a sin
atom in the cavity. In this paper we use two such switch
to construct an interferometer for states as a whole.

Consider the schematic setup of Fig. 2. Here an ato
incident on two cavities controls the optical properties
these cavities depending on whether or not the atom is
the ground or upper state due to a state dependent in
of refraction. In our setup we consider a situation whe
an atom in the upper state causes the incident pho
field to be reflected, whereas an atom in the ground st
allows the incident field to be transmitted. Consider a
upper-state atom incident on the first cavity. The atom
subjected to apy2 pulse which transforms an excited stat
atomic wave function according tojel !

1
p

2 sjel 1 jgld
and a ground state atomic wave function according

FIG. 2. Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer f
measuring the de Broglie wavelength of an optical pulse.
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jgl !
1

p
2

sjgl 2 jeld. Simultaneously, a coherent state
jal  e2jaj2y2

P
nsanyn!1y2djnl and the vacuum statej0l

are incident on the two optical input ports of the cavity.
We may write our incident wave function asjc0l 

ja, 0, el in the basisja, b, xl, where a and b are the
two photon modes andx denotes the state of the atom
(e excited, g ground). Therefore after both the initial
py2 pulse and the first cavity we have the statejcl 

1
p

2 sj0, a, el 1 ja, 0, gld, where the labels in the first ket
on the right side have been exchanged due to the action
the excited state atom in the cavity in which the presen
of an excited state atom in the cavity causes the incide
photon state to be exchanged from modea to modeb and
vice versa (i.e., reflected), whereas the presence of a grou
state atom causes no mode exchange (i.e., transmitted)

As before the phase shift operator is given by Eq. (2
Thus after the initialpy2 pulse, the first cavity and a
phase shiftf along modea we have that the state if
given by jcl 

1
p

2 sj0, a, el 1 jae2if, 0, gld, where we
have usede2ifâyâjal  jae2ifl.

Using the rules above we have that after traversing t
rest of the apparatus (Fig. 2), consisting of anotherpy2
pulse followed by the second cavity and finally followed
by a finishingpy2 pulse, the final state is given by

jcfl 
1

2
p

2
sja, 0, el 1 ja, 0, gl 1 j0, a, gl 2 j0, a, el

1 jae2if, 0, gl 2 jae2if, 0, el

2 j0, ae2if, el 2 j0, ae2if, gld . (3)

Consider the case where we measure the final st
of the atom to be in the upper statejel. We have the
projected photon field to be

jcf le 
1
2

sja, 0l 2 j0, al 2 jae2if, 0l 2 j0, ae2ifld ,

(4)

and the expected output at portA for our interferometer is

ekcf jâyâjcfle 
N
2

f1 2 eNscosf21d cossf 1 N sinfdg ,

(5)

where here the average photon numberN  jaj2. As an
aside we note that if we were simply to trace over the fin
atomic state, instead of conditioning the photon outp
at port A on a specific atom state as we have done, th
output of the interferometer would beekcf jâyâjcf le 1

gkcf jâyâjcflg  N yielding no interference.
The upper-state conditioned interferometer output

Eq. (5) is plotted as a function off in Figs. 3(a, solid line)
and 3(b). In these plots the average photon number isN 
100. From Fig. 3(a), solid line, we see that the output ha
an oscillation period of2pyN indicating a measurement of
the de Broglie wavelength (l0yN) of the light packet as a
whole. We may understand the decay of the interferen
for long phase delays [largef—see Fig. 3(a), solid line]
by recalling that the de Broglie wavelength is given by th
mean number of photons,N , and therefore the “coherence
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FIG. 3. (a, solid line), (b) The expectation numberkâyâl out-
put of the de Broglie wavelength Mach-Zehnder interferom
ter for an incident coherent state with average photon num
N  100. (a, dashed line) An approximate model of the outp
indicating the coherence length of the coherent state; see t
(c, dashed) The expectation number output of the de Brog
wavelength Mach-Zehnder interferometer for several differe
incident Fock states. (c, solid) The ensemble average out
for 500 incident Fock states with photon numbers distribute
according to a Poisson distribution centered atN  100.

length” of the light packet,Dlc, is a function of the
fluctuations in photon number,DN, which for a coherent
state is given by

p
N . The dashed line in Fig. 3(a) is a

plot of the function N
2 s1 2 e2

p
Nf cosNfd and indicates

that the coherence length of the coherent state light pac
is given approximately byDlc ø cyv0

p
N .

Figure 3(b) shows that all of the wavelength compo
nents of a coherent state light packet are rephased at p
ods of2p. This is to be contrasted with the revivals in th
Jaynes-Cummings system, where the revival time there
dependent on the square root of the photon number,

p
N

[3]. We further note that, whereas there are also oscil
e-
ber
ut
ext.
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tions as a function of time delay in the Jaynes-Cummin
experiment, that experiment does not represent a meas
of the de Broglie wavelength, since the oscillation perio
is proportional to the square root of the photon numbp

N whereas in our case it is proportional to the pho
ton numberN directly. We do note that for less than o
equal to two photons three-level systems, such as the
photon micromaser [4], may be treated as effective tw
level systems with a Rabi frequency proportional toN [5].
The effective Hamiltonian which governs these systems
similar to the second part of our Eq. (1).

It is also interesting to consider the (normal beam spl
ter) Mach-Zehnder interferometer with Fock states (jn, nl)
incident on the two input ports [6,7]. An exact solu
tion of that interferometer generalized for arbitraryn [8]
finds that the probability that the difference in photo
count between the two output ports is zero (i.e., the p
fect coincidence rate) is given byP0

nsfd  fLnscosfdg2,
where Ln are the Legendre polynomials defined b
Lnsxd  s1y2nn!d sdnydxnd sx2 2 1dn. While the Legendre
functions contain many frequency components and th
cannot be considered a pure measure of the de Brog
wavelength of the incident Fock states (recall that th
Fock state has only a single de Broglie frequency comp
nent atnv0), such dual Fock input interferometers do fea
ture components of their coincidence rate at the de Brog
frequency. For the special case of single photon inpu
n  1 the Legendre function becomes a pure cosine at
de Broglie frequency.

Referring back to Fig. 3(a) it is interesting to note tha
the decayed interference at largef may be revived from
data which have already been recorded. This may
accomplished by correlating the list of measured valu
of photon number at exit portA with the total photon
number measured after the interferometer as the sum
counts atA and B. We recall that the Fock state ha
an infinitely long de Broglie coherence length, and thu
if we condition the recorded interferometer data on th
total photon count we may again recover interference ev
though the conglomerate set of data shows a decay of
interference. Figure 3(c), dashed lines, shows the out
of the interferometer for several incident Fock states ea
of different photon number. Figure 3(c), solid line, i
the average interferometer output for a statistical mixtu
of incident Fock states whose numbers are distribut
according to a Poisson distribution of average phot
numberN  100. We note the similarity with Fig. 3(a).

In order to calculate sensitivity we must calculat
fluctuations in the output signal. We have that th
expectation value for the number operator squared is
ekcf jâyââyâjcf le 
N
2

hsN 1 1d1 e22N sin2sfy2d

3 fN sinf sinsf 1 N sinfd 2 s1 1 N cosfd cossf 1 N sinfdgj . (6)
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Defining the interferometer signal as
kâyâlf1df 2 kâyâlf and the interferometer noise aq

kâyââyâlf 2 kâyâl2
f we may solve for the mini-

mum detectable phase shiftDfmin by requiring that
signalynoise$ 1.

Figure 4(a) plotsDfmin as a function of the phasef
for an incident coherent state with average photon numb
N  100. For a phase setting off close to zero the
interferometer is Heisenberg limited in sensitivity, suc
that Dfmin  1yN for N . 1 and Dfmin  1y

p
N for

N , 1. Figure 4(b) shows that the ideal performanc
is maintained from the region of much less than on
average photon to much more than one average pho
This establishes that the device forms a new class
interferometers operating at the fundamental quantum lim
of sensitivity [9].

The above result may be understood when recalli
that a normal interferometer when fed a single photo
in one input port and the vacuum in the other port
both Heisenberg limited and standard quantum limited
1yN  1y

p
N for N  1. Therefore the incident coheren

state photon packet is in essence a single de Brog
particle when incident on the special beam splitters
the de Broglie wave interferometer. It is interesting t
note that in the case of the dual Fock state interferome
[7], as we have mentioned, the coincidence rate there
given by the Legendre polynomials. While, as note
these functions contain many frequency components,
one chooses the operating point nearf  0 the dominant
component becomes the de Broglie frequency and thus
Heisenberg limited operation of that interferometer can a

FIG. 4. The minimum phaseDfmin measurable by the de
Broglie wavelength Mach-Zehnder interferometer for incide
coherent state pulses: (a) As a function of the phasef for an
average photon number ofN  100. (b) For the optimal phase
setting as a function of average photon numberN.
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so be understood in terms of the de Broglie wave
interferometer.

In conclusion, we have shown that wavelength is an
internal structure dependent quantity. Specifically, the
outcome of a wavelength measurement is dependent o
the interaction which takes place at the beam splitter
present inside the wavelength measurement apparatu
The interaction at the beam splitters may be a property o
the interaction between constituent particles in an inciden
composite object as in an interferometer for molecules o
in other bound boson or bound photon systems such as
optical solitons or diphoton systems [10] or the interaction
may be a function of the beam splitters themselves as i
the case of the effective beam splitters introduced in thi
paper.

We show that such effective beam splitters may be use
to construct a de Broglie wave interferometer for opti-
cal states as a whole. In the specific case of an cohere
state optical pulse we show that there is a finite coherenc
length proportional to1y

p
N due to the uncertainty in pho-

ton number. Furthermore, there is a revival of the inter-
ference at phase periods of2p due to the discrete nature
of the constituent number states. A calculation of noise
properties establishes that the interferometer is Heisenbe
limited in sensitivity and thus forms a new class of inter-
ferometers operating at the fundamental quantum limit.
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